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At the end of May, took an annual ride with the riding group – like usual, we got hit with the annual rain (thought it was 
supposed to be April showers and May was supposed to be for flowers).  While wearing my had-it-for-a-while, bright 
yellow accented, PVC rain suit kept me dry from the rain; didn’t do the same for the moisture generated inside the suit.   
 

It’s not like you’re going to stop and take off the rain suit the second the patch of rain you’re in stops falling – ‘cuz you 
know there’s another patch over the next hill or around the next turn.  So you ride with it on, opening the zipper to let 
some air in - creating a parachute.  Not always sure which is worse – hot & wet or being pulled backward.  Either way, not 
particularly a comfortable ride. 
 

For the next trip, I tried that rain gear made from non-woven polypropylene material (think house wrapping material).  
Designed to be breathable, seems like it needs to be on a ventilator – ain’t breathing so well on its own.  Better than 
straight PVC, but still uncomfortable.  And the parachute effect is still in play.  With no heat protection panel on the pants – 
any momentary touch to the pipes melts & shrivels large portions instantly – just ask one of the other guys who had that 
unfortunate experience on this trip. 
 

After getting back home, started looking to find a reasonably priced, effective rain suit.  In searching, came across 
Olympia Moto Sport.  They offer 3 groups of products - Transition Gear (multifunctional, all weather riding gear), Mesh 
Tech Gear (mesh-based ballistic material, with durable double knit construction, with maximum airflow) and Waterproof 
Exteriors & Rain Gear.  Primarily aimed at the sport bike riders, any or all can be effective on any bike style.  The type of 
rain suit being looked for was covered by their Horizon Rain Jacket and Horizon Rain Pant.  The attention grabbing 
features of these items are the amazing adjustability built into each; as well as that both are made from a very light weight, 
rip stop nylon that really is waterproof and breathable and can be folded to take up very little room.   
 

Designed with sloping shoulders and pre-curved arms for comfort and fit, the jacket has 
adjustments at the bottom opening, the wrists, the elbows (yep – elbows), waist and 
neck opening.  The front closure is secured with a full length zipper along with full length 
velcro and folded under rain gutter. 
 
At the neck - the front closure has a velcro tab on each side that allows for adjusting the 
fit around your neck.  The collar is lined with microfiber fabric for more comfort.  
Snapped inside the collar are a couple of features not found on other rain suits 
researched – first is the hood, instead of being made from the same material as the 
body of the rain suit (which tends to be bulky under a helmet, 
or when folded up in the collar of the rain jacket) is, instead, 
made of a thin stretch knit material – again, for more comfort.  
Second is a rubberized gator, with a velcro adjustment, to 
further waterproof the neck opening when the hood is 
deployed.   
 

At the waist there is a full around web belt, but instead of a snap buckle up front, there are easily adjustable slide buckles 
on each side of the front opening.   The arms are generously cut for fitting over a leather jacket; with velcro adjustments 
on each side, at the elbows, to take in any extra material that would otherwise be flapping in the wind if, for example, only 
a light weight shirt or fleece is worn.  The wrists also have a velcro adjustment to take care of excess material at the end 
of the sleeve, or to open some to allow air in.  Instead of the jacket playing parachute if the wrists or front are opened a bit 
to allow some air in; the back has an overhanging, ventilated yoke with a mesh insert to allow the air to pass thru, not 
ballooning the jacket while still cooling the rider.  This jacket is equally comfortable worn over cold weather gear or just a t-
shirt due to the myriad of adjustments available and the mesh lining on the upper portion that also extends down the 
entire sleeve. 
 

There are two exterior pockets with velcro closures, with folded under rain gutters to keep your must-have-handy stuff dry.  
There is an interior pocket for the really important stuff.  With the reflective piping across the front & back; large, reflective, 
chevrons down each sleeve and the choice of a couple of bright colors – you can also ride knowing you’ve made yourself 
very noticeable when riding in less than ideal weather. 
 

The lower portion of the inside jacket back is a special pocket.  Open the velcro closed pocket, turn it inside out and stuff 
the rest of the jacket into it.  Pull on the cord and you have just stored the jacket in its own pouch. 
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The pants are also generously cut, with w-i-d-e knees & bottom openings and a slippery interior nylon lining for easy boot-
on entry (even wet boots).   
 
The pants come with a long inseam to allow for ease of motion when in the saddle with feet on the 
boards or the highway pegs.  The velcro closure system at the leg bottom is unique in its 
construction, allowing for adjustability to the opening of the leg and the ability to hem the length, if 
necessary.  To protect the bottoms of the legs – each side has a large Nomex heat resistant panel 
on the inner portion of the leg.  Obviously, care should be taken to avoid contact with those burger 
grills called exhaust pipes; but, the Nomex will certainly help with occasional accidental brush with 
the pipes that destroy other rain pants on contact. 
 
First reaction when trying the pants on was the inseam was too long – while it is possible to have the 
pants hemmed up; make certain you do not until you have at least put your leg over your bike with 
your normal wet weather gear on and sit in your normal riding position(s).  After doing so, you will 
likely find the length is very good for allowing full range of motion and not pulling in the knee area. 
 
The waist has web half-belts connected to a stretch portion across the back.  The slide buckles make 
for easy adjustment to fit you comfortably. 
 
Had the ‘opportunity’ to try the rain jacket and pants on a trip this last weekend.  One of those you’re riding along, you see 
the clouds building, you see the rain falling from the base of the clouds, oncoming cars with the wipers going on high……. 
Crap - you’ve waited too long to stop and now you’re scrambling to get into your rain gear while it’s raining – hard – oh, 
joy.   
 
Slip the jacket on first – and the Horizon does, in fact, just slip right on – the mesh in the sleeves keeps it from sticking to 
your skin, even when wet.  Zip up the front, fold the gutter in, fasten the velcro quickly – at least your shirt won’t get any 
wetter while you do the rest.  Easily unsnap the collar, unfold the hood and gator, slip the hood up, throw the helmet over 
and…  hey, it’s not all wadded up, you don’t feel like you need a size larger helmet.  The neck gator velcros in place and 
keeps the water from going inside the front of the collar.  But your shirt is wet, inside the rain jacket… hmmm… 
 
Wet, size 13 boots, you put your boot covers on; and, with no place to sit down to make it easier, you hope you don’t get 
caught up slipping your foot thru the pant leg and fall on your butt (anyone who says that hasn’t happened at least once to 
them when suiting up either never rode in the rain or is lyin’).  The interior lining of the Horizon pant works as advertised – 
slippery and wide; boots slide thru with little effort.  You adjust the lower closure to fit snug. 
 
You are in your rain suit in about 5 to 6 minutes – total.  Less than a minute for the jacket, a couple for the boot covers 
and another or so for the pants.  Now you do the final adjustments – with the Horizon there are a bunch of adjustment 
opportunities to fit it comfortably.  Close the wrist and pull in the elbow adjusters, cinch up the jacket and pant slide buckle 
belts and you’re ready to go.  Oh, but you’re thinking sauna – wet shirt and arms inside the jacket.  You get on your bike 
and start to ride – you can feel the venting working.  You’re still damp, but felt cool with the air flow. 
 
You thought the rain was hard while suiting up – ha! – now you’re doing 20 mph and still can’t see 5 feet in front of you, 
it’s really pouring.  Ride for 10 or so minutes this way, then it starts to let up.  A while later the clouds are not currently 
overhead and the rain has stopped.  Sun’s out and it’s hot.  Pavement looks like the inside of a cigar bar, with the water 
vapor steaming off so thick.  But more clouds ahead, can see the rain falling again, gotta leave the rain gear on.  Opened 
the wrists a little, same with the neck gator and the zipper.  With the air moving thru the rear vents, and no intrusion of any 
from the previous downpour, it was comfortable enough to ride.  All the adjustments are easy enough to make while riding 
that closing up for the next round of rain was no big deal. 
 
Got to our lunch stop – took the rain gear off and there was nothing to indicate any rain got thru the jacket or pants.  Shirt 
was a little less wet then before getting the jacket on and didn’t feel like the jacket was at all clinging.  Pants came off the 
size 13’s as easily as they went on.  Jeans were a bit dampish from ‘inside water’ – i.e. sweat – but not nearly like when 
wearing the unlined PVC rain pant. 
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The Horizon Rain Jacket and Horizon Rain Pant definitely were a huge improvement over previous rain gear.  With all the 
adjustable features, the obvious ‘made by bikers’ thought that went into the design and the reasonable price – Olympia’s 
rain suit more than filled the bill for what was desired.  The specific suit tested was the neon orange & black in size 3X/4X 
(see size chart below).  Each piece is purchased separately, so colors and sizes can be mixed or matched. 
 
At 6’, 250lbs – the 3X/4X sounded a like it would be a bit too big.  But, with all of the adjustments available on the two 
pieces, it was the right size to order.  The Horizon fits equally as comfortably over just a t-shirt and jeans as it does over a 
full leather jacket, with a fleece and shirt; and jeans with chaps.  The extra cut in the sleeves and pants allow the Horizon 
to be an effective rain suit in any temperature. 

 
Olympia does not sell directly to the public, instead preferring to support local shops and retailers.  A list of retailers can 
be found on the Olympia website (www.olympiamotosports.com).  A web search will also yield several online retailers.  
Found the product carried by JP Cycles, meaning can be ordered from almost any motorcycle shop. 
 
Feel comfortable (pun intended) highly recommending the Horizon Rain Jacket and Horizon Rain pant by Olympia Moto 
Sports for dry and comfortable riding in almost any rain situation (OK – not tested in hurricane conditions, leaving that to 
someone else…).  A very well made, good looking suit, reasonably priced and keeps you dry. 
 
If you decide to go with a Horizon suit – send Alex & Kevin at Olympia a note after you try it out and tell ‘em ‘bogie sent 
me’.  alex@olympiamotosports.com  kevin@olympiamotosports.com 
 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
 
Ride Safe, Ride Often – and, oh yeah, Ride Dry 
 
Respectfully, 
 
-bogie 
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